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A’lTNz Study on GLBA Information Sharing 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Citigroup apologizes for the delay in submitting this comment. Citigroup also respectfully 
requests the Depanment of the Treasury to include in the record this comment on the study of 
information sharing practices among financial institutions and their affiliates being conducted by 
the Deparunenr as rcquircd as part of the financial privacy provisions included in Title V of the 
Grsmm-Leach-Bliley Act (“GLRA”). 

Citigroup has long recognized the importance of protecting the privacy and security of 
customer information. prior to tbe passage of GLBA, Citigroup neatcd its own self-imposed 
Privacy Promise for Consumers that we delivcrcd to our individual customers around the world. 
With GLRA. Citigroup has delivcmd over 125 million privacy notices. These am in addition to 
our own programs, which we follow globally, and our privacy programs in each country where 
we have consumer businesses. 

Citigroup believes that the study can be most effective if it is conduct4 with appropriate 
recognition of tbe overriding purposes of GLBA, the statute under which it is authorized, and 
with consideration of the substantial privacy developments since GLRA was enacted. Tbe 
questions or topics for the studv wem dcvc 

aoomssmg the toprcs presented by the Department of the Treasury in the 
second part of this comment, Citigmup prcscnts certain additional factors that Treasury should 
consider. 

For the record, Citigmup is a diversified global financial services company, the nation’s 
largest registcrcd financial holding company, and is subject to the supervision and regulation of 
the IFederal Reserve under the Bank Holding Company Act Citigroup and its subsidiaries 
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provide a broad range of financial services to consumer and corporate customem and have 192 
million customer accounts in 100 countries. Citigroup engages in retail and corporate banking 
and asset management and trust services through ten insured depository institutions, including 
Citibank, NA. It engages in life insurance and annuity underwriting and a range of insurance 
agency activities through its Primerica and Travelers Life Insurance subsidiaries, and in 
securities activities through Salomon Smith Barney, a registered broker/dealer and a member of 
the New York Stock Exchange. 

Part 1: Framework auestions for the Privacv Stud! 

1. Privacy should continue to be considered in the GLBA context of eeeking to 
modernize the U.S. financial services industry. 

A1.a. What impact did Title V (‘Privacy’) have on achieving the broader objectbe of 
LILBA? 

The overall goal of GIJBA, initially entitled The Financial Modernization Act Of 199% was to 
streamline financial services, permitting financial services companies to offer a wider array Of 
Products and services at a lower cost to customers. Congress sought to accomplish this goal by 
allowing all types of financial services companies to affiliate, and by allowing these companies 
to cross market their products once they had become affiliated. Indeed, the House of 
Representatives Report (H.R. Rapt. 106-74, June 15,1999), teportlng on the bill which later 
became GLBA, states (at p. 98): ‘The primary objective in allowing such affiliations is to 
enhance consumer choice in the financial services marketplace. . . . ” The Report goes onto state 
(at p. 107): “B.R. 10 would create new opportunities for affiliations among different types of 
financial institutions, in turn providing an environmem that will benefit consumers by enhancing 
competition, expanding the array of financial products available to consumers, increasing the 
efficiency of the institutions providing those products, and nducing costs to consumers as a 
result of this competition and efficiency.” 

Recognizing that affiliation and cross marketing would ot?en involve the shating of customer 
information, Congress included Title V in GLBA to provide basic protections for customers as 
the industry went through the expected rapid and massive change. While many financial 

comPame% the maJw impact of GLBA appears to be the Title V privacy pvipi~n~. 

The Departmem of the Treasury should consider the Title V privacy provisions in the context 
of other examples of laws, regulations and government directives that seek to balance privacy 
concerns with financial modernization in a manner similar to the aims of GLBA. In particular, 
the study should look at the BU Data Rotection Ditective that seeks to prevent privacy from 
becoming a trade barrier within the EU, the introduction of privacy notices on the Internet as a 
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way to build customer confidence, the role of privacy notices within the HIPPA Regulations to 
achieve mom rapid automation of medical service delivery, and the role of fair information 
pm&a as a way of enhancing the accuracy of data for credit reporting under FCRA. 

Treasury should also recognize that it is still early in the process IO assess the efkfkness of 
rhe GLBA privacy framework. Financial services companies am in only their second cycle of 
notices under the privacy regulations. moreover those regulations were developed in the limited 
period permitted by a mandatory statutory timetable. This was the first time U.S. privacy 
regulations were implemented on this scale. 

under the demands of this statutory deadline, the functional financial regulatots coopemted 
to produce a largely consistent set of federal regularions. The process included a significant 
degree of interaction with and input from privacy advocates. the financial S~IV&S industry and 
the public. We believe the openness of this process, the resulting consistency Of the federal 
regulations and the level playing field among financial companies that has resulted, all argue 
swngly in favor of a federal privacy standard rather than a patchwork of state laws. 

The agencies should be recognized for the level of cooperation and interaction that went into 
the drafting of privacy regulations. We feel that, in particular, the inciusioll of substantial 
comment and discussion was positive and is something we would like to see in the development 
of future regulations and guidance. 

Even with consistent federal rules, compliance with GLBA privacy requirement has been 
difficult and costly. Firms had to conduct company wide audits of information practices, 
implement changes to data and Web-based systems and internal contr01 procedures, modify 
account applications and web screens, and review arrangements with outside contractors. In 
addition, notices had to he drafted to reflect the procedures and requirements of each major line 
of business. These efforts were not only time consuming but expensive for companies to 
implement. The direct costs for the prepsration and mailing of notices and the indirect costs for 
the infOrmation audit, adoption of policies and pnxxdums, negotiation of vendor contracts and 
installation of an audit/compliance system certainly cost the financial services industry over one 
billion dollars. Some companies may have decided not to share information simply because they 
did not have the resources to build an opt-out system in the allowed time. 

modemisadon that prompted passage of GLBA. There is a very real danger that State laws will 
severely erode such benefits as cross-marketing, a single centmliaed customer data base, 
cmrelized call ~entcrs staffed by third parties, single statements across business lines and 
uniform cu%Omer applications for varied fmancisl products. Any co~~ksive study should 
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evaluate the impact of the decision in Title V to allow the States to develop more stringent 
privacy requirements and the fragmented privacy requirements that result. 

of critical concern in preserving the benefits of financial modernization is the issue of the 
Fair Credit Reporting Act (“FCRA”) preemption in the case of affiliates. Federal preemption 
under FCRA is expiring at the end of 2003. This impending deadline makes this study very 
timely. In pardcular, we believe that them will be major disruptions if federal preemption under 
FCRA is not extended. 

In summary, this study should recognize that it is still early in the process to assess the 
impact of the privacy provisions of GLBA. Certsinly the experta, in assessing GLBA’s impact 
on anticipated consolidation and affiliation of the financial services indusrry, appear to agree that 
tbc immediate impact was less dramatic than anticipated and there will be a need to evaluate the 
results over time. The same should be true for the privacy provisions. In addition, the study 
should assess the privacy provisions in the context of the Act’s oversrching purpose of financial 
modernization. The preservation of affiliate information sharing and customer choice, sre 
consistent with a clearly articulated privacy policy and measures to keep customer information 
secure. The balance of these objectives will permit financial services companies and their 
customers to achieve the benefits of GLBA. Finally, there is the need for consistent federal 
regulations that offer a national standard in place of a patchwork of State requirements. 

A1.b. The sharing of information enhances the performance of finanoial institutions and 
results In bettec less expensive service to customers. 

Treasury is well aware of the challenges facing U.S. financial service companies, especially 
as separate industries migrate to a streamlined, integrated, and more customar-focused industry. 
For example the following facts have been noted in the media: 

Banks lose money on more than half of the accounts they serve and only begin to make 
money when a client has two or mom accounts. 

Acquisition costs are rarely recaptumd in the first year of an account; financial services 
companies only make money from longer and mom stable relationships. 

Few companies can “manufacture” their own services in certain product lines which have 
. . . . 

l Few financial service companies perform sufficient volumes of marketing across the full year 
to justify their own internal “plant” to cmate and mail their own offers. They may also be 
limited in their ability to develop, staff, and supervise a modem telemarketing center given 
the limited telemarketing done by most firms. 
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. Credit card companies are “on the hook” for credit costs whether through losses due to fraud, 
inappropriate customer selection, or bankruptcy. 

In this environment, U.S. financial service companies are essentially compelled to meet a 
significant portion of customer needs through programs and products from affiliates and non- 
affiliated third parties. Any regulatory system that effectively prevents use of affiliate and third 
party resources will both curtail customer choice and increase the cost of financial services. 
Moreover, because of the nature of economies of scale, this lessening of choice and increase in 
cost will apply not only to customers who wish to limit the sharing of information but also to 
those who are unconcerned about information sharing. The benefits of information sharing that 
could be lost for all customers include exposure to a wider array of products and products 
directed to the particular needs of the customer, the convenience of one-stop shopping for 
multiple products, discounts for additional customer relationships, fraud prevention through 
knowledge of the customer, avoidance of multiple applications for each new customer 
relationship, and prompt updating of customer records to reflect change of address or other 
information bearing on customer service. 

Most companies still capture information multiple times, as described below. for customers 
with multiple accounts. They experience costs in updating each of these separate databases 
when customers move. TNC financial modernization would involve a company using a common 
customer profile to deliver a broad set of products and services to meet a customer’s needs. This 
may involve a singie statement that consolidates information across accounts. This may be a 
single database where the information can be more accurately captured, validated, updated, and 
stored. This may involve a single point of access at ATMs and on Internet sites. It may involve a 
single financial professional who has appropriate licenses, training, and suppot~ to address the 
client’s needs over a broad range of services. This would not only provide new benefits for the 
customer, but would do it at a lower cost than tbe current practice of separate statements, 
systems, and staff. 

The concentration of credit card services in a few companies provides a good illustration of 
how the market may lead to a system that combines scale efficiencies with locally differentiated 
delivery. There are only a few major companies that process credit cards. Most other companies 
have found that they can go through these companies to offer a type of “private label” card to 
Provide competitive services to their own clients. This results in better rates and services for the 

Finally, with mgatd to this topic we endorse the analysis of how “Regtdarory Stmcttnos 
Recognize the Benefits of Sharing Customer Information with Affiiiates” in the Visa response 
authored by Rick Fischer, Oliver Ireland, and Obrea Poindexter of Morrison and Foerstsr U. 
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A2. The impact of U.S. privacy requirements on the globalization of financial 
services should ba considered as part of this study. 

A global framework is important to any study of privacy because financial service companies 
axe incxasingly active in providing services to customers ~CMSS borders. Information sharing 
practices greatly differ around the world since these are driven by different histories and 
mguiatory structures. It is nored that GLBA asks for a study of sharing among “financial 
insrimtions” without limiting the study to “U.S. financial institutions.” 

The U.S. is curmtly engaged in formal discussions with the EU as to whether the cunent 
re+irements and regulation for U.S. financial service companies should be accepted as 
providing “adequate” protections for consumer privacy as defmed by the EU directive. It would 
be helpful if the study considered the material gathexd for rhese discussions. Also. the Canadian 
model has now been accepted as adequate by the EU and could provide a useful nferenoe to 
look at practices in a country with a different regulatory history. 

A3. information sharing assists significantly in establishing strong 
relationships between customers and financial institutions. 

Recent Congressional testimony pointed to the problem of “financial l&racy” in the United 
States. Product choices have greatly expanded and the complexity of such products has also 
increased. Product complexity places a greater burden on individual consumers to make the 
right choices. Financial insrirutions with an ability to look at the full customer nlationship may 
be able to help customers with these decisions. Examples of the assistance such information 
sharing permits include: 

l Computer driven solutions, wirh automated messages on statements. at ATMs and a Intunet 
services. 

l Additional information for financial service professionals who have face to face meetings 
with clients and who can more directly ensure that consumers understand the advice. 

l Invitations to the customer fo artend appqniate seminars that may be conducted with the 
participation of other firms. 

11 1 II ” AS ennrnclnlb io 

effectively reach out to customers with products and services that are. likely to meet shm and 
LoWteRn needs. Information from affiliated institutions can help companies take a fulla life 
cycle approach to offering appmpriatc products and services. This may be further expanded 
when a company can offer products from a wide range of affiliated and non-affiliated companies. 

A ~lationship with a broker, banker. or insurance agent can be an important element in many 

peopti.5 lives. Such professional financial advisors understand customers’ psferenws and 
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product needs in a way that is too complex to be reduced to a series of “opt-in” and “opt-out” 
choices. The professional is expeoted to know if a customer would appreciate ongoing advice or 
invitations to customer events. 

The challcngc for financial modcmixation is to provide for privacy while still making it easy 
for the customet to have a meaningful relationship with a ttusted advisor or institution. This 
advisor needs to have the ability to use personal information to best advance the inttrcst of the 
customer, based upon the customer3 profile, needs, and preferences. Thcrc is some point at 
which the client trusts the relationship manager to a degree that the customer allows that 
manager to ust information to bring the customer an increasingly wider range of products and 
choices. For example, high-wealth clients, such as private bank clients, are likely to have an 
understanding, implicit or othcnvise, that their banker or team may need to contract with many 
different product and service providers to meet the needs of the broad relationship. This is using 
information for the putpose it was given. The highly trained personal banker or team is expected 
to do what they can to advance the customer’s interests. The reputation of the company and 
relationship with the customer depends upon appropriate actions. ht this context, a series of “opt- 
ins” and “opt-outs” am likely to be viewed by the customer as an administrative burden or 
annoyance rather than as a protection. 

This is also true for securities brokers, insurance professionals, and others who work in the 
financial services industry. The practical bu8ineSS considerations afford the customer more 
privacy protection than simple opt-in and opt-out programs and should be allowed to replace 
these when the tnlationship is long standing and m&r the control of an appropriately licensed 
professional. While there may be a broad level of consent, there may not need to be individual 
and distinct consent for every transaction or type of transaction. For example, the complex 
bidding structum that a broker may use to get the customer the best offer for an insurance 
product or mortgage may not be something that all customers want or need to undemtand in 
order to get a product that is only available through those methods. 

As noted below in the tcqucst to reconsider the detmition of “customer,” even at levels below 
this “high wealth” area, customers and institutions consider the length and depth of a relationship 
in determining what is appropriate. For example, after experiencing good service for a period of 
time, customers may find it appropriate to hear about an expanded set of integrated products that 
may be available. Indeed, customers who do not get such a call from their banker, broker, or 
insurance agent arc likely to feel that they am being discriminated against or that their business is 

effectively prevent such a relationship from occuning, 

fireov~r, rhe sharing of customer information among affiliated companies within this 
relationship is fully consistent with customer cxpcctationr. Holding companies often use 
common brands for their products and services so that consumers will understand that the 
holding company stands behind those products and services. In selecting a financial institution, 
consumem OtIen do not understand that the various holding company activities are actually 
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conducted in affiliated companies, instead of in a single company. Typically, consumers expect 
that the branded entities are part of a single entity or are operating jointly. Accordingly, 
consumers expect that the information about them will be available for use and will be used 
du-oughout their financial institution and they ere very often disappointed when one part of the 
corporation is not able to recognize them. For example, after the CiticorplTravelers Group 
merger, many Salomon Smith Barney clients were disappointed when they were not recognized 
in Citibank branches, and vice versa. This is also confiid by the low opt-out rates for affiiate 
sharing of consumer report information under the 1996 amendments to the FCRA. For these 
reasons, it is critical that C3LBA continue 10 permit the sharing of customer information among 
affiliarss. 

A4. Privacy notices could benefit from a more customer-focused OOntext. 

Title V is based on the premise that the customer will have the opportunity to make an 
informed choice about the sharing of personal information on the basis of an effective ptivacy 
notice by the financial institution. Unfornmately. the complexity of the information to be 
comained in the notice, the excessive number of notices the customer is mandated to receive and 
increasingly the exceptions that must be included to accommodate individual State requirements 
have combined to make the notice less effective than it could be. The information presented at 
rhe recent Notices Workshop conducted by the FTC addresses the complexities of the notice 
issue, and the Dcpsrtment of the Treasury should rake notice of rhe Notice Workshop materials. 

As a result, one idea under consideration is a two or three tier privacy notice in which the 
customer begins with a short notice that addresses the items that are most likely to bc of interest. 
The consumer would then have the opportunity to review more detailed privacy disclosures in a 
longer form notice that could be attached or available on a web&c., at the branch, or upon 
mpf%t. Consumer understanding of privacy notices could bc further enhanced by having a 
single format for nodces that applies both to financial companies and to non-financial 
companies. 

There are many constructs outside of the U.S. for delivering privacy notices that do not 
involve the delivery of mail that some cusmmers may find intrusive. In particular, the “public 
notices” in Canada provide extensive answers to quesdons but are only available upon quest. 
The German model provides certain methods for providing notices through branches or other 
areas where the customer is likely to see them. 

Finally, there should be more consideration of when privacy notices arc given. For exsmule, 
many products are opened via an agent or are otherwise out&. of the co&t of the cornpam; 
who will have the relationship with the customer. There are auto loans initiated at a car de&r 
and then passed 10 an appropriate finance company or bank. Insurance products often trigger a 
notice requirement for both an insurance agent and an insurance underwriter. Ir may be mom 
appropriate for a notice to be delivered with a welcome message that comes directly from the 
financial services company who will m&age the relationship going forward. At that time, the 
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customer may be in a better frame of mind as to what privacy choices (“opt-ins” or “opt-outs”) 
may be appropriate while they sm. making other operational decisions. 

As an example of what might be changed to make the timing of delivery of notices more 
conducive to customer education and the formation of informed choices about privacy issues, 
Treasury should look at the current regulation’s effect in the first mortgage business. Presently, 
the law and regulations require delivery of tbe privacy notice and opt-out choices at the 
“inception” of the relationship. In the mortgage context, this occurs at the closing table. 
However, at a mortgage closing, the consumer is pnsented with reams of paper, much of it 
mandated by one regulation or another. He or she is asked to sign document after document, and 
often. the lender is not in control of the process, since most loans are closed by independent title 
agencies or lawyers. As a result, it is unrealistic to expect that in all cases the privacy notice, as 
one document among many, is being fully read, explained and understood by the customer, 
Although the closing agent may advise the customer to take the privacy document home for 
study, we have seen instances where directions are not fully followed, and as a result, tbe 
customer simply signs and returns the document without making any privacy choices or with 
hastily made choices that do not reflect meaningful consideration. This reality does nor serve the 
consumer or the industry well. Providing the company more flexibility in &liver@ norices 
witbin a reasonable time of rhe relationship opening may result in mom meaningful choices. This 
would, as per currem regulations, need to be done before the company could share information, 
including sufficient time for the customer to consider and respond to the notice. 

The smdy may also discuss the purposes of privacy notices. While there may have been an 
expectation that GLBA notices would lead to a greater level of trust, they may have actually 
lOWtXCd the kvel of trust that consumers feel toward U.S. financial service companies, and U.S. 
companies in general. This is demonstrated in the tracking surveys done by Alan Westin and the 
Privacy and American Business organization as well as in other recent studies. 

Part 2: Rewonses to the SDecific Questions Raised 

This section provides brief responses to the questions posed. In addition, we request that the 
authors of the Study reconsider two definitional issues, since they are material in shaping 
appropriate policy in this area. 

. . mm 
the Study, them is no distinction between a “consum&’ and a “cusromer.” This is conrrary to 
both the Act and its regulations. For consistmcy, the Study should maintain rhe distincrion 
between these terms and not treat them as “‘equivalents.” Ignoring rbc distinction between 
“consumer” and “customer” also fails to rake into account the relationship context that is so 
important in the banking, insurance, and securides indusuies. There often is a progression from 
“consumer” to “customer,” as the company gradually wins the tmst of tbe customer. Themfore, 
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the Study should recognize the distinction between “consumer” and “CUStorfd 8s important fO1 
~termining the appropriate level of information capture, use, ~MOSWC, and sharing. 

~ounubRc Personal Information: The GLJ3A rcgukions use a very broad definition of 
“nonpublic personal information” that, to many commentatom, goes far beyond the actual 
statutory Janguas of the Act to include virtually all information held by a financial institution. 
including the fact that a relationship exists. The Study may want to consider the impact of using 
this dctinition vemus alternatives. Distinctions can be made as to diffemnr types of customer- 
related information. For example, there is commonly available information such as listed 
telephone numbers, information available from public records such as mortgage MOK% 

transactional information such as credit card statements, and information the customer might 
desire to have released upa specific request such as the fact that he or she is a doposit or 
brokerage customer. Many financial institutions would like to make a distinction as to how 
different types of information can hc used and shared, recognizing that consumers do SBC 

differenw. 

1. Purposes for the sharing of confidential customer information with affiliates or 
with nonaffiliated third partias: 

1.a. What typea of information do financial institutions share with affiliates? 

We may share information about our experience with the customer and about the customer’s 
transactions-(e.g., account balance information; type of account (cash or margin); history of 
meeting margin calls). Experience and transaction information is shared with affiliates for a 
variety of reasons, including for anti-fraud purposes, institutional risk control, or as part of a 
referral made to an affiliate (with customer consent). 

While financial service companies arc quite conservative in sharing or disclosing 
information, it should be assumed that all information capmred and held by a company may be 
shared widt certain affiliates, as appropriate, at least by some companies. 

There are affiliates in the same line of business created purely in response to State insurance 
regulation, slight differences in charters for depository instimtions, and various licensing 
programs for financial service pmfessionals. These may share account processing systems, 

llne businesses d serves in order to enhance record keeping and cost aRocatmn mg affiliates,’ 

to met tax C~c-ZIW to house jointly held licenses or patems or simply to accommodate intemai 
rPporting lines. A p~cular line of business, therefore. may consist of dozens of corporate 
enduea. although both the customer and to a large extent me financial institudon itadf view the 
business line as single business unit, 
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me.re are affiliates in different lines of business that may share a common customer 
interface. For example, many fmancial institutions have joint employas who wear multiple 
hats. A single employee may function as an insurance agent, as a securities broke.r and a bank 
relationship manager. Customers are not likely to understand that restrictions on sharing 
information would mean that the person they talked to five minutes before in an insufdnce 
capacity is not allowed to remember and use the information received when they return IO their 
role representing the bank or the securities broker-dealer. 

Some organizations may be structured to use expertise within affiliates to perform particular 
roles, such as independenr audit and legal functions, to develop and test operating systems, to 
develop and deliver marketing materials, to develop and deliver statements and bulletins, and for 
similar “doing business” purposes. 

For cross-marketed or hybrid products, extensive legal resources may be required to define 
appropriate proccssas for the sharing arrangement. For example, when a licensed mortgage 
broker is brought in ro help a ptivate banker with a particular type of specialized product. a 
decision needs to be made about whether customer information should flow to the mortgage 
broker, to the private banker, or to both. This has little customer value but is done only to 
comply with information sharing regulations. 

1.b. What types of infotmation do financial institutions share with nonaff&ted third 
parties? 

While financial sexvice companies an even more conservative in sharing or disclosing 
information IO nonaffiliated third parties, it should be assumed that all information captured and 
held by a company may be shared with certain nonaffiliated companies, as approptiate. While 
sensitive personal information, such as a social security number or bank account nun-&r may not 
be shared with a third party marketer, it may be shared with the third patry data processor 
rrsponsiblc for compiling and maintaining certain financial institution records. 

One type of third party is someone associated with the customer, such as a family member, 
co-signer. account participant. beneficiiary, guardian, neighbor, or potential signer for an express 
delivery package. Some of this sharing is appropriate, as indicated in the GLBA exceptions. In 

some can safely be left to the discretion of the company. 
they will lose their customers. 

If companies abuse this dismtion, 

A second type of third party includes the many entities covered in the GLBA w;~don~, 
such as auditors. legal counsel, other financial institutions necessary to complek a ksnsmdon, 
Fedc~ and State regulator. credit reporting agencies, tax amhorities. law enforcement agendes, 
and other necessary partners. For example, many third parties may be involved in completing a 
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mortgage transaction. With this type of third party. companies tend to share only what is needed 
for a particular transaction. Information provided to this type of third party is protected by 
professional or governmental codes of conduct, and/or by contractual agreements with strong 
contidentiality provisions. 

A third type of third party is a person or company working under the direct supervision and 
control of the company, for example. temporary employees, consultants, and companies who 
produce operational or marketing materlals. To some extent, these are companies that perform 
ordinary corporate functions that have bean OUUOUC~~. Some of these, such as check printers 
and data processors, perform the same function for many companies, Others are dedicated to 
working with a single or small number of companies. These are, in effect, extensions of the 
company and must treat information in the same way the company would. 

A fourth type of third party is a company with a specific contract in place for the provision of 
products and services. While the term “joint marketing” does not adequately describe the 
purpose and controls for this type of arrangamant, this type of structure is necessary to maintain 
a level playing field between large companies who may be able to offer many products from 
their own family and other companies who need to draw upon partners to offer competitive 
products to their customers. Often these products are “manufactured” by a large company, such 
as one of the major credit card firms, and sold by smaller institutions. Them are many different 
appropriate models, including those where the large company owns the products but allows 
customer benefits to flow through to the partner, those where the smaller company owns the 
product and pays for the “servicing,” and even cases where the ownership is passed through to 
the financial markets with the larger company processing and the smaller company msintaining 
the relationship. 

A fifth type of third party relationship arises when a company, portfolio, or individual 
account is sold or transferred to another party. For example, delinquent credit products may be 
sold to a company that has expertise in collections or workouts. Pottfolios may be sold to 
another company with or without the servicing responsibilities. Portfolios may be sold to the 
financial markets as a purely financial transaction. In some cases, the company may simply 
reotganize under a different name or expandlcontract the number of affiliates for apProprlate 
business purposes. 

ad address the risks conncctd with this typs of offer. 

While the T=ZWY Study may look across industries, examples from pmticular types of 
companies can be instructive. For example. a broker-dealer may share information with 
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nonaffiliated third patties in the process of servicing and administering a client’s account in a 
variety of ways. 

Information about mutual fund shamholders (e.g., the customer’s name social security 
number, and number of shares owned) must be provided to a vendor to make various fund 
mailings, including sending proxy statements and prospectuses, to the fund ~harehOkk~~. 

For those clients who own limited -hips, information about limited partners is 
provided to the pattnership’s general partner (with client consent). 

Information about retail customers who own shares of stock is shared with a vendor, SO that 
the vendor can disseminate a company’s annual report, quarterly report, or interim report to 
shareholders. In the context of a proxy fight, a third patty/solicitation company will 
purchase from the vendor the names of the non-objecting beneficial owners of a company in 
order to contact the customer to vote a particular way. 

If a customer requests that a physical stock certificate be issued in his or her name. instead of 
shares being held in “stmet name,” the bird patty transfer agent must be contacted and 
instructed accordingly. To implement the instruction, the transfer agent must have the 
nlevant customer information. Then, the physical stock cutificate is mailed to the 
customer. 

Information required in response to a subpoena, or court order. 

Information requested by law enforcement agencies. 

The Depository Trust Clearing Corporation @TCC) is provided. on a daily basis, client 
names, addresses, social security numbers, and number of shares owned in a patticular 
cotnpauy. DTCC uses this information to facilitate a customer transferring a specific stock, 
or an entire account, out of one firm to another, or even to the client. 

On an annual basis, we provide to individual States the name, last known address, social 
security number, and amount of monies/secutities in certain accounts, for purpose of 
compliance with their escheatmcnt and abandoned propcrry laws. 

. tn 

bed laws or regukions. 

l.c. Do finanoial instlrutions share diffen?nt types of infomration with affiliates man with 
nMaffiltatt& third parties? It so, please explain me diffe- in me @pea of 
information shared with affliatas and with no&Mated mhdparties. 

It depends on tie purpose of the sharing, as illustrated by the discussion above. 
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First. rhem is a better opportunity to assess and ensure the practices of an affiliate in terms Of 
information Security, use of information, and other privacy matters. Almost by definition, 
controls should be bener with an affiliate, policies should bc consistent and knowledge of those 
policies easier to aSSure. 

T~CE are likely to be. rnorr consistent *ices among affiliates allowing for easier and less 
risky interfaces, such as for transporting and displaying data. For example, shared customer 
service screens have security entitlements tbat contml what each individual sees. These rypes of 
screens may help validate the identity of a customer who is attempting to open a new account or 
to perform a particular transaction. This is difficult to do with third parties. It also should be 
noted that a company may have policies for sharing among af&Xates in the same line of business 
that arc diffemm from their policies for sharing with affiliates in other lines of business. 

The customer often benefits fmm services that combine product features from different 
affiliates, for example, a mortgage backed by securities held 81 the brokerage affiliate. 
Therefore, the customer is less surprised when their data is in a shared database and on joint 
statements from a family of companies. In fact, many customers appear to prefer this combined 
approach so that they do not need IO give the same information repeatedly and do not riced to 
receive and examine a large number of separate account srarements. 

1 .d. For what purposes do financial institutions share information with aflfiates? 

Financial institutions may share information with affiliates as permitted under federal and 
state laws and regulations (e.g., to combat fraud, money laundering or suspected terrorist 
activities). They also may share informarion in connection with credit decisions or for cross- 
marketing purposes, in order to offer a client a new product or service. Affiliate sharing may 
offer the customer an opportunity to use an affiliate’s pmduct that the client was not aware of, or 
offer a customer a more competitive rate for that product or service than the customer was 
nceiving f&n a nonaffiliated third psrty. 

1.e. For what Purposes do financial institutions share information with nonaffiliated third 
paMS7 

This has been addressed in the responses to la-lc above. 

fh hari ng of 
-Ho& t&tin. 

Financial instiwions may place cmtmctual limitations cm the shdng of inform&m (e.g., 
confidentiality clauses, restrictions on m-use, information security, right to audit). 4~0, for 
i~f0~~~ hued with affiliates. there may be intemf’filiate agreements that limir w of the 
information. AfiKates may not be able to use information to gain a benefit Outside of&e 
specific u= that is agreed U, in an “arms lengrh” negotiation. Non-affiliated third parties would 
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have similar restrictions designed to protect customers’ privacy and company’s intellectual 
property, and to enforce information security and perfomumce standards. 

Historically, financial companies impose tight restrictions over the sharing of information 
about customers due to the fact that information is considered to be one of the most importam 
assets of the corporation. There are intellectual property rights to the data that must be protected. 
The company may choose to litigate with those who attempt to steal customers or their 
information. Even within a larger financial services company, it is a normal pmctice for each 

affiliate to carefully guard the information it has about its customers. 

In addition, the FCRA places conditions on using infoimation that is not the direct 
experience of rhe company. Financial institutions have to limit certain information shared with 
affiliates and with non-affiliates to be compliant with the FCXA. In other cases, the company 
cannot prevent sharing information when, for exsmple, it must be provided to law enforcement 
a,mcies or to credit reporting agencies. 

1.0. What, if any, operetional limitations prevent or inhibit financial institutions from 
sharing informatton with aHMates and nonaffiliated third partian? Please exp&. 

Even within a financial holding company, each business wants to protect the individual 
customer relationships it has established. Again, this information is of great value to the 
corporation. Agents, brokers, and other staff want to control the flow of data concerning their 
customers and do not easily give up control of information to others. 

1.h. For what other purposes would financial institutions like to share information but 
current/y do not? What benefits would financial institutions derive from sharing 
infonnadon for thosa purposes? 
information? 

What currently prevents or inhibits such sharing of 

This may be better seen in contrasting the practices of U.S. financial services companies with 
those of some institutions outside rhe U.S. Ideally, an institution would like to have a full picture 
of its customer, offer products at each life stage to meet the customer’s needs, protect itself and 
the customer from fraud, and follow the customer as the customer moves geographically or to 
new careers or to levels of increased financial responsibilities. The complexity of laws, 
regulations, and corporate structures in the U.S. m&s this type of integration difficult, but it 
would greatly cur customer acquisition and attrition costs and could slso lead to a betm matoh of 

Regulations, such a~ those under FCRA. also limit the sharing of information in ways that 
may hurt c~panies. For example, since FCRA dccs not have exceptions to the same degree as 
CJ-RA, it may pnvenr information from being shared for certain anti-fraud programs. This may 
result in a Pter burden on companies and consumers both to understand why such information 
cammt be shared and to actually prevent the fraud. It also complicates the pmparation of notices 
that need to comply with these “apples” and “oranges” regulations in one place. 
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One use that clearly needs an exception is to prevent funds fhm becoming abandoned. A 
financial insrirution should be permitted to publish depositor names in the paper, or make 
telephone calls and other contacts to give notice and permit the depositor to claim his funds. 
This is a normal course of business use, and much in the interest of customers. 

A similar use is to claim funds when a failed depository institution is acquired from the FDIC 
or other insumr. There is only a short period of rime. perhaps 18 months, for the acquiring 
insritution to contact all of the depositors of the failed institution in order to obtain ratification of 
their accounts. This is a formidable task, which requires newspaper ads, direct mailings, and 
telephone calls. done at a time when the hStiNh’S own personnel are swamped with other 
work from rhe acquisition. Being able to sham customer information and use whatever means 
necessary is critical not only to depositors (because otherwise they will lose their funds to the 
insurer) and to rhe acquiring inscimtion. 

A pmposed acquisition is another situation where customer information must be shated. 
Whether only a portfolio or an entire institution is being acquired, the due diligence and pricing 
process necessarily involves any proposed acquirer having at lesst some access to customer 
informackm that might otherwise not be Plowed to be shared. This was appropriarely included 
as an exception in GLBA, and should be retained. 

In addition to these specific examples, longer term, it would be good to work toward a 
concept that an exemption is needed for any situation in which the customer clearly is benefited 
by such sharing (for example, by not having to fill out all new paperwork when an account is 
opened). This would address a structural flaw of GBLA in that it talks only about sharing (rather 
than about contacting the customer for marketing purposes when the customer doesn’t want to be 
contacted), and appears to have an assumption that sharing will harm the customer. In fact, 
customers normally want the institution to use their information in any way that clearly brings 
benefits to them. They are not likely m understand situations where the institution fails m 
COnIact them to bring benefits or prevent harm due to overly restrictive mles on shering 
information. 
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2. The extent and adequacy of eeourity protections for such i~fOrfWtiOII: 

2.a Descme the kinds of safeguatds thef financial instifutions have in Place to Proted 
the secudty of informatbn. Please consider administmtfve, technical, and phy&al 
prot&bm, as well as the protections that financial institutions impose on their thin+ 
party 8en4ce providers. 

2.b. To what extent are the safeguards descdbe above required under existing law, 
such as the ELBA (see, ag., 12 CFR 30, Appendix B)? 

2.~. Do existing statutory and regulatory requirements protect information adequately? 
Please explain. 

2.d. whet, if any, new or revised statutory or regulatory protections would be useful? 
P/aase explain, 

We believe that the cuITent guidelines for information security as well as other related 
guidance on third parties are both adequate and approp&te to financial institutions. Given the 
rapid changes in technology and management solutions in this area, the federal banking 
regulatory guidelines for information security provide a more positive and flexible sduticm than 
would regulations that lock in practices that are good only for a short period of time. 

It may bc inappropriate in a public document to detail the information security programs that 
companies have in place. However, these sm. being reviewed in detail as a nsuit of scheduled 
information security audits by federal banking regulators coveting the GLBA guidelines. These 
reviews will address the procedures in place in each institution to determine whether policies and 
pmcedoras are appropriate to the risks faced by that institution. 

Most institutions have extensive manuals and tmining programs to ensure the security of 
their information. These protections may include fuewalls, encryption and other new technology 
since availability of technology may be more important than statutory and mgulatory protections. 

Iiowever, them iS still some tension with respect to vendors who handle such information but 
m-e not themselves financial institutions, such as e-commerce vendors and other new companies. 

recognizing the vendor as an extension of the company. 

Most impofiant: ro us, the FTC proposed rule is inconsistent with other GBI.A information 
security regulations. It is also inconsistent with well-established and effective regulatory 
structures and Practices (e.g., that the GCC regulates national banks and national bank 
subsidiaries). 
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The FIT’s proposed rule f&o does not reflect the concept, common in tire JXJ, of a “data 
controller.” This means that the req uirements for protecting information should travel by law or 
regulation with the information. Whoever has the information should have to protect it to the 
same high standard that applies to the financial institution whose information it is. Permitted use 
would be restricted to use permitted by the financial institurion under contract with the third 
PmY. 

In other words, as a condition of a vendor performing specialized services for a financial 
insrimtion, the vendor should be bound, by law or regulation (and not just by difficult contract 
negotiations), to the ssme standards for privacy and information security applicable to the 
financial institution. The vendor should also be subject IO audit by the financial institution and 
examination by the financial institution’s regulators. 

3. The potential risks for customer privacy of such sharing of information: 

3.e. What, if any, potential privacy risks does a customer face when u finanoial 
institution shares the customer’s information with an affiliate? 

We recommend that Treasury also consider the converse risk, namely the impact on privacy 
where the financial institution is not allowed to share information with an affiliate. Stale, 
missing, or inapproptiate information may prevent companies or their customers from taking the 
following types of actions: 

. 

. 

. 

_ 

Providing customers invesrment choices based upon an appropriate risk profile when the 
customer has litrle time to provide such information or whem the customer chooses to 
provide inaccurate information. 

Being able to updare addresses, phone numbers and other significant changes across all 
accounts even whem the customer only provided the information on a select number of 
accounts. 

properly identifying an applicant for an account, service, or transaction, in a way that picks 
up prior credit problems and criminal activities both within the same family of companies 
and from other relevant and accurate sources. 

vr to more WllY recognize problems reported on statements due to a 
reduced number of statements the customer receives. For example, with fewer, mom 
consolidated communications, rhe cusromer may more easily notice when statements stop 
ariving unexpcckdly (is., am compromiseU via an unreponed change of address) 

3.6. What, if any, potential pnivacy risks does a customer fats when a fhwial 
institution shares the customer3 information with a nonaHiliated third party? 
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Since third parties may be more likely to have different standards, this may lead to somewhat 
higher risk levels. For example, the risks identified in response to 2.d. above apply. Tbcsc 
considerations would argue for a framework that: 

l Makes it easier for financial companies to include appropriate clauses in contracts to ensure 
that vendors treat the information in as secure and private a way as the financial company 
itself. 

. Er~ttmS that vendors do not have a financial advantage in being able to perfarm tasks in a 
cheaper way due to standards that are more lax in such areas a6 privacy, seXWiry, 
redundancy, continuity of business, etc., -those “intangibles” that make a financial institution 
mom. trustworthy, but that do cost money to implcmcnt. 

. insures that appropriate functional regulators enforce privacy regulations for the rcgubd 
entity, its subsidiaries, and its vendors as has traditionally been the case for federal banking 
agencies. These agencies can promote consistency of regulatory approach and have the 
ability to inspect and examine for compliance most effrcienrly because of their knowledge of 
particular institutions and the functioning of dre industry. 

3.~. What, if any, potential tiaks to privacy dcea a customer face when an affiliate 
shares information cbtained frcm another affiliate with a nonafftl~ated third party? 

Under PCRA, information received from an affiliate is not cons&red to be the direct 
transaction or experience of the instimtion. Therefore, FCRA limits the disclosure of this 
information as “other” information. This appears to be driven by the fact that such information 
was seen as having a greater chance of not being accorate. 

4.The potential benefits for financial institutions and affiliates of such sharing of 
information (spcclfio examples, means of seeessment, or evidence of benefits 
would be useful): 

4.a. In what ways do financial institutiona benefir from sharing information with affiliatea? 

FCR% in particular, points to the benefits of broad information sharing. It is generally 
accepted that customers CM borrow at significantly lower interest rates in the U.S. as a result of 

. . . . the% 
m.S. markets and other global markets in the penetration, pricing, and 
competitiveness of credit products. This is largely due to the fact that FCRA encourages and 
facilitates more accurate, standard, and timely information for making credit &&ions. 

The accuracy of data, which comes from infotmation sharing, is also a benefit in many other 
areas where the institution interacts with the customer in face to face or remote transactmns. 
These include quick and accurate identification/verification of the customer, paperless uansfers 
among accounts, and reduction in “nuisance transactions”, such as bounced checks. information 
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sharing has a trernendons benetit for anti-fraud purposes since it is used to detect and prevent 
potential fraud against the company and its affiliates. 

T~CSC benefits occur at several times throughout the relationship. including the opening of 
new accounts. Information sharing may mduce the cost by upwards of $100 per accoum opening 
because the necessary information is on file. It also may prevent the costs associated with 
customer attrition, and it may smooth any change in customer lifestyle such as a maniage, 
divorce, move, birth of a child, or other event that causes a new evaluation of financial needs. 

brformation sharing with affiliates can provide clients with the opportunity to learn about 
products and services offered by another affiliate that may provide specific benefits (e.g., 
insurance, credit cards, loans, and banking). Since the information has already been captured by 
the affiliate, sharing is an easy and fast way for customers to learn about potential pmduets of 
interest. br addition, since the cost to the company may be less, these products or services may 
come with special fees, rates, or features that are not available to non-consolidated customers. 

Information sharing may, in fact, be necessary for the creation of certain new products such 
as those that combine components of a mortgage and a brokerage account. This can give 
companies a competitive advantage, since they can compete by creating and offering specifically 
designed products rather than by simply competing on price with generic offerings. 

Sharing information may allow the company to offer an appropriate product rather than IO 
simply turn down a consumer who has applied for an inappmpriate product. Since. a large 
number of credit applications result in a denial, the company can reooup some of its processing 
costs if it can offer the consumer a product from an affiliate that would be more suitable for rhe 
customer or for which the customer would qualify. 

This sharing al80 has imponant operational benefits for institutions and their customers in the 
form of combined statements and consolidated ATM screens, intemet banking, and call centcra. 
By storing the information once end using it across the institution, the company is likely to 
reduce costs of updates and maintain more accurate information for each account. Since a sales 
person would scc the consolidated information, he or she would be in a better position to 
understand the customer and talk about current and future needs. 

4.b. In what ways do finsnciai instittiions bensfit fmm sharing information wfth 
non-_ 

Most financial institutions in the U.S. do not have the resources to offer ab products 
themselves. To pick an example, most financial institutions that nominally offer credit cards m 
fact partner with a few hge card issuing institutions to offer credit cards under dte brand name 
of the first company. Therefore, aI1 of the benefits described above could potenti~y be 
available throu& associations with nonaffiliated third partres. 
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4-c. In what ways do affiliates benefit when financial institutions share information with 
them? 

The U.S. is home to a broad range of affiliate structures. Some of these affiliates speciahzc in 
“manufacturing” products, others may specialize in distribution, and still others may specialize in 
operational efficiencies. By working together, each afftliate can focus on what it does best and 
also have a ready channel for products, distribution, and other elements that it does not have. 
Banks learned this lesson when inter-state banking resttictions caused segmented customer 
service facilities dedicated to one bank subsidiary to be idle while customers at other bank 
subsidiaries suffered long waits. Significant operational gains have been made possible simply 
from being able to cross-tram, license, and employ staff to service various aff3iates. 

As another example, when a customer applies for a mortgage via phone from an institution 
where the customer has an existing relationship, the company may - with the customer’s verbal 
permission -- be able to gather all of the information needed from intemal sources, greatly 
cutting time and expense for the institution as well as the customer. This may also reduce 
abandonment rates, increase the accuracy of the information, and allow the institution to promise 
a much faster closing date. 

4. d. In what ways do affiliates benefit from sharing infonnetkm that they obtain from 
other aM/iates with nonarMated thirdpatties? 

This is restricted due to the fact that this is “non-transactional and non-experiential” 
information under the FCRA. If the PCRA were amended, such information sharing may have 
significant anti-fraud benefits. 

4.0. What effects would further limitation on such sharing of information have on 
finan&l insttiions and a ffillates? 

Given that financial services run on information, this would potentially “hock out” 
competitors who now rely on affiliates or third parties. This may resuh in a major restructuring 
of U.S. financiai service companies into a small number of large and integrated institutions, such 
as m Seen in other CoUntrim. While there would be mom for boutique and specialty dms, 

medium kcd companies would not be likely to survive against those with better efficiencies, 
broader offerings, and better integration. Even rhough Citigroup may benefit. we co&q&y 
ask for a .‘~s wnm m 
pticular ways that favor one player over another. 
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5. The potential benefits for customers of such sharing of infOrmstiOn (spdfiC 
examples, means of rssessmsnt, or evidence of benefits would be ~hl): 

5.a In what way6 does a customer benefit from the sharing of such information by a 
financiei institution with its affiliates? 

Commentators often assert that American consumers do not do a very good job of either 
understanding their financial needs or acquiring appropriate products and ~erviccs. Thersforc, 
me of the most important benefits of information sharing for consumers is the greater possibility 
of companies understanding and assisting consumers to meet their needs over a pmiod of time 
with a diversity of products. For most financial companies this will nquire working with 
afIXates or rhird parties. 

convcrscly, to rhe extent that each customer needs to individually shop for and purchase 
these products, information shdng can help bring the consumer products that better match their 
needs if they are available through an integrated set of product offerings at the sclcctcd 
institution. Without this “one stop” approach, many customers would go without important 
products or pnxactions. 

ConsumcFs also benefit from fraud prevention programs that come from better information. 
While credit card companies may absorb the direct cost of credit card fraud, consumers may still 
have significant expense in getting their lives back together. Fraud prevention is also very 
important for other types of accounts, such as insurance, banking, and brokerage. 

5.b. In what ways does a customer benefit ftvm fhe sharing of such information by a 
financial institution with nonaffiliated lhlrd parties. 

The answer here is the same. Products that could potentially be bought through an affiliate 
could also come from a trusted third parry. To the extent that the third party has a better or more 
suitable product, the consumer would benefit. Here, the limits on sharing information for fraud- 
prevention purposes may be overly restricted due to FCRA provisions that wcra established 
many years ago. 

5.~ In what ways does a customer beneM when affilietes share infomatien thy 
obtained from other affiliates with noim%lieted third parties? 

I-’ . . wnn is exeb . . . 

5.d. What, if WIY, altarnatives are there to achieve the same or simifar benem ti 
customers without such sharing of such information? 

We do not SIX any akemativcs IO the approaches desc&e.d in 5a and Sb above that are 
equally beneficial since they would require customers to provide the same information to each 
institution and go through multiple versions of the same sales process. Unless the customer is 
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willing and able to sham information about al1 accounts, the fragmented advice that will result is 
likely to be less sensitive co the customer’s actual situation and needs. 

However, as a result of GLBA, mom companies understand the special needs of CUSTOM 
who value privacy more highly than convenience or even price. This is resulting in the testing Of 
new products and a greater emphasis on developing and communicating privacy choices that can 
make these customers more comfortable providing information, especially in rhe electronic 
environment. These programs are in the early stages and may be expected to develop over the 
next few years. Premature regulations am likely to reduce the probability rhat companies will 
develop the best products and services for this group since they will be hampered by the 
regulations. 

5.e. Whet eKscts, posit&a or negative, would further limitations on the sharing of such 
information have on customers? 

New barriers and limitations am likely to result in significantly poorer and more expensive 
service and advice. This may lead to inappropriate investments, inappropriate mortgage and 
other cmdit product selections, and significantly highex fees for checking and savings accounts. 
If customers are not willing to go through the resulting inefficient process to buy these products 
and services, they may go without many beneficial services. 

6. The adequacy of existing laws to protect customer privacy: 

6-a. Do existing privacy laws, such as GLBA privacy regulations and the Fair Credit 
Reporting Act (FCRA), adequate/y protect the privacy of a customer’s information? 
Please explain why or why not. 

GLBA and FCRA provide extensive protections for customers. GLRA, in particular, strikes 
the right balance between protecting customer privacy and ensuring that customers receive the 
benefits of financial service affiliations and related cross marketing. Beyond this, it should be 
recognized that the privacy programs of U.S. financial service companies arc driven by the desire 
of companies to build trust and long lasting relationships. This means that even befom GLRA, 
most companies had policies and standards that were significantly higher than those mandated by 
law. 

A single national consumer privacy law is highly d&able. At minimum, ERA needs to be 
rcvisitcd in 2003, before tbe exceptions for sharing information with affiliates expire at the end 
of the year. This also would be an opportunity to make a small number of changes to allow 
GUA and FcRA to work together in a more seamless fashion, such as by adding GLBA type 
exceptiOnS to PCRA. There could alao be consideration of uniform Privacy laws covaing ah 
industries. rather than only financial services. 
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It may also be recognized that the initial and annual privacy notices mandated by GLBA may 
not have had the de&d &en. Therefore, these notice rquircments should be IcCOnSiderad 

The type of “public notice” available from Canadian companies may be corkkred as preferable 
in addition to a short notice sent to consumers. While a shift UI such notices would E@X 
significant effort and expense by companies that have just gone through a similar exemise to 
implement GLBA, this may be justified if use of such notices cr&ed greats uniformity with 
non-financial companies. 

7. The adequacy of financial institution privacy policy and Privacy rights 
disclosure under existing law: 

7.54. Have financiel in&W/on privacy notices been adequate in light of 6&t&J 
requirements? Pleaee explain why or why not. 

Although the GLBA privacy notices used by most financial institutions have been adequate 
in meeting the complex nzquirements of the stanne, they may not have been completely 
satisfactory from a customer point of view. Companies have received very few direct comments 
or complaints from customers, but some would argue that GLBA privacy notices may contain 
too much information for the ordinary customer to review or understand. It should IX noted that 
prior to GLBA, voluntary privacy notices, such as those from Citigmup, were well received and 
widely praised for clearly stating company policy. These were. often driven by needs Chat were 
cxpresseddirecrly by the customer. Part of the issue may be that an individual consumer may be 
bombarded by dozens of such notices from each of his or her financial institutions and part of the 
issue may be the need to address the complexity of GLBA itself. In addition, the notices must be 
provided to the consumer and not memly posted at the offices or on a website for the consumer 
to peruse. 

By forcing companies to provide noticea on an aggressive time table, these notices may have 
Caused some companies to stop beneficial information sharing, since they may not have had time 
to create an opt-our system. Others may have found it hard to explain the benefits of information 
sharing within such an already lengthy notice. 

7. b. What, if any, new or revised requirements would impmve how financiel instiMions 
describe their privacy policies and pmoticea and inform customers about their privacy 
rights? FYeast? explain how any of these new or revised requirements q 
f 

One avenue 10 c@uc would be a brief privacy notice that addresses the most important 
elements for the Consumer. Such a short form notice would have to be accompanied by the full 
GUS A notice unless CUBA is mkd to allow financial instimtions to refer customers to a more 
detailed notice. The cost of moving to a short form notice regimes, however, should not be 
ignored. Such a notice may result in a need to revise virtually all account opening MaIs. 
Any change co a shon form GL%A notice would be made significantly more difficult if it has m 
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include multiple and differing State law requirements. Finally, any change to the GLBA notices 
would have to accommodate the conflicting notice requirements of GLBA and FCRA. 

8. The feasibility of dlfferent approaches, including opt-out and opt-in, to permit 
cuetomere to direot that ouch information not be shared with effiliatee and 
nonafflllated third pertlee: 

&a Is it feasible to nquitw financial institutions to obtain oustomers’ consent (opt-in) 
before sharing inform&m with affiliatas in some or ail drcumstances? With 
nonaffiliated third patties? Please explain what effects, both positive and negative, such 
a requirement would have on finat&/ oonsumem 

Opt-ins and opt-outs provide similar consumer protections in that both are based on 
CCIII~U~CT choice -- in each case, the customer chooses the preferred privacy altemative. Opt-ins, 
however, involve a significantly greater cost and compliance burden for the companies that must 
comply with their requests. In a free market, the proponent of a regulatory burden is normally 
expected to demonstrate why the burden is justified and why a less burdensome remedy could 
not be used. Hem, an opt-out is a much less burdensome remedy that provide8 a very similsr 
opponunity for consumem to express their privacy preferences. Moreover, opt-ins are especially 
hard to justify with regard to affiliates because most consumer8 do not focus on separate legal 
enricies within a family of companies. Rather, they generally assume that they have a relationship 
wirh rhe entire family. 

8.6. Under what citoumstances would it be approPriats to pem~it, but not require, 
financial institutions to obtain customers’ oonsent (opt-in) before shsring information with 
affilistas as an alternative to a required opt in some or all dtwmstsnces? With 
nonaWated third p&&s? What effecta, both positive and negative, would suoh B 
voluntary opt in have on customers and on financial institutions? (Please desoribe any 
expedience of this approach that you may have had, induding consumer acoeptano8.J 

Allowing free market8 to resolve issue8 regarding the terms under which good8 and service-s 
will be provided is generally the mo8t efficient method of resolving such issues. Government 
should operate with a pre8UmptiOn that market force8 8n prefexnzd over regulation unless the 
proponent8 of regulation demonstrate that market forces will nor resolve an issue a chat the 
proposed regulatory remedy is the least intrusive type of regulation that will resolve the issue. 

In citi,WUp’S experience, there is a broad middle ground of consumers who M not 8o 
8ignificantly engaged with rhe issue of privacy that they will take action on either side of the 
issue. The will not opt in and they will not opt out. In a free marker economy, rhe question mu8t 
be asked whether financial institutions should bear the administrative burden of convincing rhe 
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customer to.bccomc engaged and make a privacy decision? The customer is provided with a 
clew statement of the financial institution’s policy and with the customer’s remedies 10 nstrict 
the sting of information. It is tie cust~mer’s decision whether to invoke the remedy, snd rhe 
financial institution should not he penalized for the customer’s inaction. 1 

8.c. Is it feasible to require financial institutions to permit wstomerS to Opt-Out $W’IeG@ 
of having their infmmation shared wlfh a~iktes? [Please explain what effects, both 
positive and negative, suoh a requirement would have on consumers and on financial 
institutions]. 

Citig~-~up end ir.9 prcdccessor organizations have had a voluntary opt-out program in place 
for over fifteen years with regard to the sharing of information for marketing purposes. This has 
been well accepted by customers since it sllows the choices to be directed by what the insdtution 
hears from its own cusmmers and can be provided in language that makes sense to the customer 
base. 

The answer to this question may be different when information sharing is done for different 
purposes, such as risk control, operations, and marketing. 

Where the customer does not want information shsred for normal types of risk corm& such 
as credit or fraud risk, companies may avoid doing business with the customer. 

This may also be the case where sharing information is done for operational reasons, such as 
to reduce costs and increase the accuracy of information. As companies consolidate their 
operations, they may not be able to serve customers who will not allow their accounts to be 
housed on a common database since that may be their sole means of operation. 

Use of information for marketing may be considenxi a special area. In looking at financial 
service companies (in contrast with companies in other atess), it should be recognized that 
financial service companies generally provide offers directly from the company OT person who 
has the cstablishcd relationship with the client, since this has proven to be much more effective 
as a marketing and sales approach. While this person may control ihe relationship, them may be 
necessaiy rpfcrrals to affiliates or third parties due to other regulations and licensing 
Equirements for specific products and services. 

The Comments above would also apply here. There a many c-t op~onuniris~, su&, M 

rhc OPt-Ou~ provided by the adit reporting agencies, opt-outs under the Telephone Consumer 
Rotcction Acr and Stare Do Not Call lists that may still not be well un&rsti or used. 
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9. Thh feasibility of restrkiing sharing of such inform&ion for specific uses or of 
permitting customers to direct the usas for which such information may be shared: 

9.a. Describe the circumstances under which or the extent to which customars may ba 
able ro r&rid the sharing of information by financial institutions for spscific uses or to 
dksct the uses for which intbrmation may bs shared? 

Many companies needed to quickly develop opt-out systems to meet the tight regula~ry 
deadlines. However, more interesting pilots of customer relationship management programs are 
beginning to develop more satisfactory methods for offeting privacy choices in a more customer 
friendly manner. As technology progresses, companies are likely to invest in such systems both 
for the resulting cost savings so well as far their impact on cust~rner satisfacdon. 

9.6. What effsctsz both positive and negative, wouldsuch a policy havs on financial 
institutions and on consumem? 

A program that integrates these choices with fuller uses of customer information would 
support the goals of fmancial modernization. These customer-focused approaches take years of 
trial, error, and innovation to develop and mamn. To the extent that these are imposed from a 
theoretical framework, they would nor be expected to work. Therefore, any imposed policy that 
scripted these dialogues would be likely IO delay advances rather than make them move fasrer. 
For example, the customer focused privacy notices done before GLBA were widely praised 
while the theory driven notices required by the Act did less IO advance privacy communicarions 
or protections. 

9.~. Please dascriba any sxpedenca you may have had of this approach, 

A survey of financial institutions may show that many institutions greatly cut back on 
pmgmns of this type as a msult of the GIBA privacy requirements. ‘Ihis may have been due in 
pan to the rediMiOn of resources to develop dre systems and notices required by GLBA. Ir may 
also have been in response to the negative impact that required GI_BA notices had on the trust 
consumers have for financial services companies. while this may not have been Citigroup’s 
exPnieW such developments have bean tie subject of discussions in public seminars and other 
forums. 

If you require additional information, please contam James Scott 
&@citi.com 

(212-559-245, 
.com). 


